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Several mullion windows visible at the back,
larger than those at A and B, together with a

large kitchen with a fireplace at G, the nilrow
staircase lighted by a mullion window at H and

an oak panelled room above I, could all be

contemporary with the date stone.

In about 1730 the house was drastically
remodelled, probably by Dr Marton. Half of the
neighbouring plot was added to the site,
widening it to 36 feet. The new symmetical
facade was then constructed. Two elegant

rooms were built across the whole width of the

house at the front and back on the first floor.

A panelled dining room was built above the old
kitchen and the ground floor room to the right
of the front door and the room above were all
panelled.

The mullion and transom window on the front
stairs, above J, is rather old-fashioned for 1730

and the position of the stairs is unusual for a

Georgian house, suggesting the window and

stairs may be a survival from the late
seventeenth cenfury.

Some time after the reconstruction of 1730 bow
windows were inserted into the dining room and

the kitchen below. The panelling in the dining
room was carefully adapted to the window but
the alterations have left their mark in the ceiling
cornice to the left of the window.

Whether the alterations took place before or
after Prince Charles Edward dined there with
his officers is uncertain. The date stone was
probably moved to its present position, high
above the bay window, at this time.

The last substantial alteration to the house was

the panelling or re-panelling of the left hand

front room, the ground floor and first floor
corridors and the stairs in the finest matrogany.

Nu-be, 76 Church Street, for over a century

the Lancaster Conservative Club, presents a fine
symmetrical facade to the street, dating from
about 1730, but the building behind has had a

complicated history. Most of the medieval

houses in Lancaster were built on narrow
burgage plots, extending some way back from
the street. The plots varied somewhat in width
but were usually about 24 feet wide. The

buildings were about 18 or 20 feet wide, leaving

a narrow passage way at one side to give access

to the yard behind. [n later times the first floors
were usually extended over the passage way but
the passages were often retained and were

sometimes linked up to give throughways

between streets. These lanes, passages, ginnels

or wiends are still a characteristic of many

north-western towns, such as Lancaster, Kirkby
Lonsdale and Garstang but are rapidly being
destroyed by new developments.

Exploration of the basements of 76 Church

Street show that it is built upon one and a half
burgage plots. Traces of the intervening
passage still survive, together with the lower
walls of an earlier house, built at right angles to

the street. The earliest work in the basement

probably dates from the sixteenth century,(black

on plan). The splays of two low mullion
windows (A and B) show that they once opened

to a passage at right angles to the street, now
filled up, running from C to D.

A date stone of 1637 now on the back of the
house, but not in its original position, probably
dates the next rebuilding.

The back wall is of one build over the whole
width of the original plot, from E to F, though a

door at C suggests that the passage was retained

at this stage.
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By this time the new, left hand section of the
house had sunk about six inches with respect to
the older half and the new panelling in both
corridors had to be adapted to the new
trapezoidal doorways.

An unusual feature of the house is the
underground cellar, now partly walled up,
which still extends under the road, K. As it is
accessible down steps from the street it is not
suitable for a store or even less a wine cellar. It
is traditionally said to have been used by link
boys after they had extinguished their links at

the snuffer, which still survives beside the front
door. This hardly seems a sufficient
explanation for such a substantial cellar whose
construction must have half-blocked the main
street in Lancaster for a while.

The fine building to the west (left) of number
76, with the bourfront containing the front door,
occupies three and a half burgage plots,
including the other half of the plot incorporated
into number 76.

On the other side the Masonic Hall, New street,
and the banks take up about ten burgage plots
but further down the shops occupy single plots
and one still retains two doors, one in the centre
and one to the left hand side, on the site of
another lost passage.

Opposite number 76 the narrow frontages of
numbers 65,66 and 67 show that they also
occupy their original plots. These nuurow
frontages, sometimes retaining two doors, one
in the centre and the other at the side, can be
recognised in many parts of central Lancaster
and still largely define the area of the medieval
town. They almost certainly go back to the
rebuilding of the town in the thirteen twenties,
following the sack by Robert the Bruce but
could well be older. Chancery Lane, running
from the market to Church Street now
threatened with destruction could well be
Norman or even Anglo-Saxon in origin.

The walls shown in black on the plan of the
basement of 76 Church Street are believed to be

survivals from the houses of 1637 or before.

A 17th
Century
House,

now

demolished,
in

Church Street
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